The new NJASLA Design Internship Grant (DIG) is available for three undergraduate and/or graduate students in the Department of Landscape Architecture.

The 2018 inaugural project of DIG is the expansion of the Middlesex Greenway which will include a connection to the Great Dismal Swamp and the Trail Head Park. The goal is to develop a conceptual design that builds on previously developed masterplans and visioning but pushes the envelope of greenway design in a suburban context.

The project is a collaboration between the National Park Service, the New Jersey Chapter of the American Society of Landscape Architects, Middlesex County, the Borough of Metuchen and the Rutgers Department of Landscape Architecture.

NJASLA has identified three mentors who will discuss and support the students’ design work, providing them with the exceptional opportunity to obtain professional feedback and to connect with established landscape architects. Because NJASLA has further agree to support this project financially, each selected student will receive a stipend of $800.

The three selected students will sign up for 3 credits (Special Problems) and will meet weekly with a faculty advisor who will facilitate meetings.

Applications are due November 27.